


5 FUN FACTS ABOUT ERIC CARLE
1.Eric Carle liked to sneak parts of his friend’s names into his collages—even the collages in his books. 
The most common hidden name is “C&R” which is the first letter of his children’s names: Cirsten and 
Rolf!

2.The non-scientific explanation for The Hungry Caterpillar butterfly coming out of a cocoon and not the 
more scientifically-accurate chrysalis is that when Eric Carle was a child his father would tell him to 
“come out of his cocoon” and be more receptive to the world around him. He liked the sound of that 
much more than “come out of your chrysalis”. In his words: “Poetry won out over science!”

3.Eric Carle and Mr. Rogers are the same age, and he taped a short segment on Mr. Roger’s 
Neighborhood with him. Eric Carle has said of his and Rogers’ work: “I think he and I try to do the same 
thing, which is to take a subject we consider important and explore it with our audiences and readers. 
We don’t tell children, we let them discover for themselves.”

4.Eric Carle is bilingual, speaking both English and German. He was born in Syracuse, New York and 
spoke English until he was 6, but moved to Germany and then spoke only German. When he moved back 
to the United States, he was 22 and he spoke English once more.

5. The iconic Hungry Caterpillar almost never existed! Eric Carle’s original idea was a green “bookworm”, 
and it was to be called “A Week With Willi the Worm”. His editor, Ann Beneduce, wasn’t fond of the idea 
of a worm character, and suggested a caterpillar instead!



Eric Carle’s Art
A Unique Style

Eric Carle’s art is distinctive and instantly recognizable. His artwork is created in 

collage technique, using hand-painted papers, which he cuts and layers to form 

bright and cheerful images. Many of his books have an added dimension—die-cut 

pages, twinkling lights as in The Very Lonely Firefly, even the lifelike sound of a 

cricket’s song as in The Very Quiet Cricket – giving them a playful quality: A book you 

can play with and a toy you can read. Children also enjoy working in collage and 

many send him pictures they have made themselves, inspired by his illustrations.



“With many of my books I attempt to bridge the gap between the home and school. To me home 

represents, or should represent; warmth, security, toys, holding hands, being held. School is a 

strange and new place for a child. Will it be a happy place? There are new people, a teacher, 

classmates—will they be friendly?

I believe that children are naturally creative and eager to learn. I want to show them that learning 

is really both fascinating and fun.” -Eric Carle



Illustration from 1, 2, 3 to the Zoo



From 10 Little Rubber Ducks



From The Very Lonely Firefly


